
Sniper Training Fm 23 10 Headquarters
Department Army: A Comprehensive Guide for
Marksmanship Excellence
Sniper Training FM 23-10, published by the United States Army
Headquarters Department, serves as the authoritative guidebook for
cultivating and refining the abilities of marksmen. This comprehensive
manual delves into the intricacies of sniper tactics, techniques, and
equipment, equipping soldiers with the knowledge and skills necessary to
excel as highly proficient and accurate shooters in combat scenarios.
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Understanding the Role of a Sniper

Snipers play a vital role in military operations, carrying out specialized
missions that require exceptional marksmanship and stealth. They are
tasked with eliminating high-value targets, providing overwatch and
reconnaissance, and disrupting enemy operations from concealed
positions.
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Effective snipers must possess unwavering patience, keen observation
skills, and the ability to make critical decisions under pressure. They must
be masters of camouflage, proficient in fieldcraft, and possess a deep
understanding of ballistics and windage.

Key Elements of Sniper Training

Sniper Training FM 23-10 encompasses a wide range of topics essential for
developing highly skilled marksmen, including:

Marksmanship Fundamentals: The manual covers the fundamentals
of marksmanship, including proper shooting positions, breath control,
trigger control, and target engagement techniques.

Fieldcraft: Snipers must be adept at fieldcraft, including camouflage,
stalking, and observation skills. FM 23-10 provides detailed guidance
on these essential techniques.

Ballistics and Windage: Understanding the principles of ballistics and
windage is crucial for accurate long-range shooting. The manual
covers these complex topics in a clear and concise manner.

Sniper Equipment: The choice of sniper equipment, including rifles,
optics, and accessories, is critical for mission success. FM 23-10
provides an overview of the various types of equipment available and
their specific applications.

Sniper Tactics and Techniques: The manual outlines a
comprehensive set of sniper tactics and techniques, including target
selection, concealment, and movement techniques in both urban and
rural environments.



The Importance of Training and Practice

Sniper training is an ongoing process that requires consistent practice and
refinement. FM 23-10 emphasizes the importance of regular training
exercises to maintain proficiency and adapt to evolving combat situations.

Training scenarios should simulate real-world conditions as closely as
possible, challenging snipers to engage targets at varying distances, under
different environmental conditions, and with varying levels of visibility.

Sniper Training FM 23-10 is an indispensable resource for soldiers seeking
to excel in the demanding role of a sniper. By meticulously following the
guidelines outlined in this comprehensive manual, marksmen can develop
the skills, knowledge, and mindset necessary to operate effectively in
combat situations.

Through rigorous training, practice, and unwavering dedication, snipers can
become highly proficient and precise shooters, capable of neutralizing
targets with unmatched accuracy and stealth.

Image Alt Attribute: Soldiers engaged in sniper training, demonstrating
marksmanship techniques and fieldcraft skills.
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Spy Secrets That Can Save Your Life
` In the world of espionage, survival is paramount. Intelligence operatives
face life-threatening situations on a regular basis, and they rely...

An Elusive World Wonder Traced
For centuries, the Hanging Gardens of Babylon have been shrouded in
mystery. Now, researchers believe they have finally pinpointed the
location of...
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